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ABSTRACT 

Based on preliminary radon measurements performed on building material and 
backfill samples, it has bean found that the effective radium contents of 
certain Hungarian building materials are 2 to 9 times greater than those 
found in the Soviet Union though none exceeds the recommended 600 fCi/g 
level. Effective radium content measurement» are well suited for a priori 
radon escape qualification of building materials. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

Результаты измерений радона проведенных на различных строительных и закладоч
ных материалах венгерского производства, показывают, что содержание радия в 
них в 2-9 раз превышает содержание в советских строительных материалах, однако 
не достигает принятого в литературе допустимого предела, составляющего 
600 fCi/g. Эффективное содержание радия может быть использовано для классифи
кации строительных материалов с точки зрения радоновой нагрузки. 

KtVoUAT 

Különböző épit5 és töriedék anyagokon végzett radon mérésekből megállapí
tottuk, hocy a n.aßyar építőanyagok effektiv rádium tartalma általában 
2 - 9 -szer nagyobb, mint a Szovjetunióben mért mintáké, az irodalomban 
a ^ n l o t t 600 fci/g határt azonban igy eem ér i e l . 

Az effektiv rádium tartalom Jól használható az építőanyagok radon 
terhelés szer in t i r.iinásitéeében. 



INTRODUCTION 

The natural alpha radiation burden of the population is caused mainly 
by the radon daughter elements emanated into the air of living rooms [l]. 
The radon progeny content of the air of such rooms depends - among other 
factors - on the radon production rate of the building materials which can 
be characterized by the effective 2 2 Ra content" f_2 - 4 ] . The amount of the 226 radon gas, escaping from materials containing Ra, produces the total 
"effective Ra" ; the formula for thia effective Ra content being 

eff Q t 
c "• " ~. ПГ p C i / e • 

G (l - e" W ) 
where Q. represents the total radon escaping into the environmental air 

during a time period of t, days, 
С the weight of the radon producing material in grammes and 
Agjj - 0.1812 day' ia the radioactive decay constant for the radon. 

Escape of radon gas from radium containing solids is a highly complex 
process [5 - 7]. The production rate of this gas depends mainly on the 
following factors: the crystal lattice structure of emanating material, 
the diameter of pores, the number end dimensions of fissures, the effective 
gas-porosity, gas-permeability, gas diffusion, grain size, spatial distri-

Opf. 
hution of Ra-atoms in the material, the degree of weathering, moisture 
content, rate and duration of the barometric-pressure variations, as well 
as on convective effects in general and on the thickness of the material, 
etc. However, as the dependence on these factors is not always unambiguous 
no attempt has been made to correct for these variations. 

The radon-production rate of geological formations as well as of 
building materials can be determined by the emanation method or by the 
measurement of garr.r.a radiation of the redon daughters [в - 13j . The 
emanation method has the greater sensitivity. The average effective radium 
content of building materials used in the USSR is shown in Table 1. 

For comparison purposes mention should be made of measurements of 
others on acricultural soils in Hawaii [3] 1 500 fCi/g; and on mixed clay 
soils and on sandy soils of the USA [й]| 147-794 fCi/g. 

The radon flux of the building material, on which the estimation of 
the in-door radon concentration is based, is deterninable if the effectiv 
IÍÍI content, the wall thickness and the density are known. Por example, the 
c,axir:.u.i radon flux of the pumice-stone according to the equation in [4] 
ao well as Table ].. anounts to approximately 250 pCi Rn/m2/hour 
/wall thicknesss 25 en; densitys 0.8 ß/cm 3/. 

The aiM of our present work was the analysis of the effective 2 2 6 R a 
content of building- and back filling materials used in Hungary, and was 
irtended аз a widespread informative survey. 
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Table 1. Averar;* effective radius content of binding materials1 

used In the USSR [4J. 

Building material 

* 

Effect ive 2 2 6 R a content, 

fCi/g 

Concrete 41 
Light weight concrete 54 
Red brick 21 
S i l i c a t e brick 38 
Tuff 65 
Pumiceoua brick 61 
Pumice-atone 280 

z Theae measurements were made on samples of small 
quantities with grain sizes of a few mm /pulverized/. 

INSTRUMENTS, CALIBRATION 

The quantity of radon produced by the building materials was deter
mined by ionization chambers connected to vibrating-reed electrometers, as 

uring instruments well as by a scintillation radon counter. The radon 222 were calibrated by known Rn quantities given off from standard RaCl 0 226 solutions /with + 3 % of error for the eteted Ra content/. The values 
of calibration constants were: 0.35 pCi/mV/minute, and 5 fCi/eph, 
respectively. 222 The overall random error of the Rn calibration totalled! £ 10 5». 

The volume of the ionization chambers wee 500 ml, that of the 
scintillation chamber waa 1030 ml. 

The backgrounds weres 3 mV/minute /equivalent to about 30 alphas/hour/ 
in the ionization chamber and 32 impulses/hour for the scintillation 
chamber. 

METHOD 

226r The effective Ra content was measured on cubicel or rectangular 
вampiее of the building /or backfilling/ materials of original compactness. 
The samples were placed in cylindrical stainleaa atsel containers /dierreteri 
30.3 cm, heights 25.3 cm, these being filled with egad ergon gee prior to 
their being hermetically sealed. The measurements were performed et room 
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temperature and pressure, for different parioda /2 to 90 boura/ of radon 
2?2 growth in the container. The Rn activity released during thia pariod of 

building up waa diatributad in a cloaad loop aaapling /circulatory/ ayatem 
by a membrane pump. Tha components of this circulation aystea ware« tha 
radon growth-container with the aaaple, the membrane pump, dryer-filter 
unit, and tha ionization /or scintillation/ chamber. The duration of the 
air-circulation in thia system waa 20 min. Following thia, and oftar a 
"waiting" pariod of three hours, necesaary for tha daughters to reach 
equilibrium with the radon, tha radon activity in the chambers waa meaaured 
by standard eiethoda. 

The volumetrical data of tha circulation system were known /except 
for tbe volume of air in the pores of the materials, which waa ignored/, 
so the radon quantity Q^, produced by the sample during a sealing-period 
of £ hours, could be calculated. 

By measuring the weights G of tha samples too, the effective radium 
content of the materials studied could be estimated /see formule in 
Introduction/. 

ERRORS 

Random errors 

a/ errors due to counting statistics in the radon measurements 
were on the average + 2 %, 

b/ the error in the Rn calibration as mentioned above: +_ 10 %. 
z/ gross random error: + 10.2 %. 

Systematic errors 

a/ as a consequence of ignoring the pore volume of the large-sized 
samples: -5 to -15 %. 

b/ insufficient degree of deemanation of the large-sized 
samples: + 10 %. 

c/ neclectinr the effect of the barometric pressure variations: 
between -15 % tc +15 % /+ 15 # was also the reproducibility of 
repested measurements on the same sample/. "N. 

d/ other uncertainties here not mentioned in detail. 

The overail uncertainty of o'ir data is astimated as beinf 25 ','>, an 
acceptable value for the purpose of obtaining preliminary information. 
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•?}'?. гЕА.'тадвиг гтппшп KPFECTIVE 2 2 S a CONCEMTRATIOH 

Based or. statistical laws and on our background Tallies, the minimum 
oeaeuraMe effective He concentration du* to a 10 000 g building 
i uteriel source - which will have e + 10 Í relativ* statistical error, 
•.?hen recorded for one hour after a Rn-growth tin* period of 1 day 
/for Denubian ballast longer tinea were used/ - is calculated as 

16 fCi/g, for the ionization chambers, arc" 
8 fCi/g, for the scintillation chamber. 

FíEStJI/ГЛ 

Altogether 115 preliminary radon measurements were carried out on 
68 building naterial samples and 11 backfill /concrete made by fly-ashes/ 
иampiее. The results are shown in Table 2 as minimum, maximum and average 
values for each sample group. 

The arithmetical average contents were all greater than the meaaur-
222 able minimum effective Ra concentrations stated above for the 

instruments used. 

DISCUSSION 

Comparing our repülte given in Table 2 with those of CHRYSIUK end 
co-workers [4] in Table 1. it can be seen that the effective Ra sontenta 
for the Hungarian building materials were two to nine times greater. 

Of the building materials analysed the adobe yielded the maximum 
effective " fie content. This io eaay to understand in visw of the 
relatively snail bulk density and the porous structure with meny fissures. 
Thus adobe is the most highly emanating materiel - similarly to soil Í2, 3j. 
Accordingly, one of the authors [l] has obtained almost the maximum radon 
daughter concentrations in the air of living rooms made of adobe and 
ÍJ it на ted on ground floors in Hungary L 1 } » 226 Fortunately, the effective Ra contents of these tested building 
materials do not exceed the 600 fCi/g level recommended [4] for radon-
qualifying purposes. Thus from the results of our measurements the 
conclusion сам be drawn that the analysed building materials ere appliceble 
to dwelling houses with respect to radon, when the rooms are ventilated 
with fresh air at an air exchange rate of 1 hour" • 

by the measurement of the effective Re contents of the building 
materials /nee above/ the problem of qualifying them a priori can be solved. 
Thus an unwanted great natural pulmonary radiation burden of the population 
can be avoided - no r.inor matter at present. 

I I 



Га1, le 2. Гле effective Ra content of tr.e building /backrillir.g/ materials 

o C . 
Der.onination cf the 

samole 
1 

Weight of the 
sample, 

g 

Density, 
g/cm Fissures 

Number of 226 
Effective Ra content, 

fCi/c o C . 
Der.onination cf the 

samole 
1 

Weight of the 
sample, 

g 

Density, 
g/cm Fissures samp

les 
Rn- meas
urements 

226 
Effective Ra content, 

fCi/c o C . 
Der.onination cf the 

samole 
1 

Weight of the 
sample, 

g 

Density, 
g/cm Fissures samp

les 
Rn- meas
urements 

Din. max. average 

T_ i 
Concrete trial tlock3 190C0 2.4 no 28 34 80 110 100 

- / -a Dar.uUar. ballsst в 14200 1 no 3 2 - - 9 
- /'- '•Kera-zif balls * 3000 1.1 yea 1 1 - «a 50 
-> Blast furnace slag concrete 13000 2.0 aooe 2 2 - - 295 
"; Trial blocks of concrete 

-.aie with fly-ash с 7300-15400 1.2 no 11 32 280 3290 750 
•» Had cricks /Pécs/ 10700 1.5 у «в 4 5 185 191 190 
с Reddish-yellow bricks 

/Budapest/ 9000 1.6 уев 4 S 130 160 140 
D 3ricka for curtain-walls 2800-12000 1.5 no 14 14 40 j. 40 80 

7 Aäobe bricks 4800-10330 1.2; 1.7 уев 4 5 250^ 670 490 
8 Interior paving-blocks 

and floor-tiles 6400-12000 2.3 no 6 8 40 150 80 
9 Sxterior paving clocks 650-6400 1.9 no 3 4 - - 50 

Remarks to Table 2: ft/ as aggregate for concrete in 7 oases 
b/ as additive agent for thermal insulation in oonorete 
C/ used for backfilling purposes only /800 kg fly-ash, 

and 160 kg cement, per nr concrete/ 
d/ 250 fCi/g at 1.7 g/om3 density 
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FURTHER PROJECTS 

Building materials should not only have a low radon /thoron/ 
production level, but et the same time a not too large gamma-radiation 
aa well. In this connection further gamma spectroaetric meaaurements are 
needed and are at present being carried out in our laboratory on several 
indigenous building materials. The result« of these investigations are due 
to be published later. Until now, the measureaent of tha thoron production 
rate of building materials has not been attempted. 
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